LinkedIn: Basics and How to Use It Effectively!

Thursday, Nov. 2, Noon-1 p.m.
GSBS Large Classroom, BSRB S3.8371

Did you know "95% of recruiters use LinkedIn to search for candidates?"
(JobVite.com survey)

Attend this workshop to learn how to:

- Build or improve your professional profile.
- Engage effectively using your profile for networking, online professional branding and job hunting

This event is co-sponsored by the Academic Insights Seminar Series of the MD Anderson Postdoctoral Association.
Lunch provided to registrants. Register by Monday, Oct. 30, at go.uth.edu/GSBS-CD-LinkedIn112

For more details about upcoming career development events, please visit the TMC LEAD Calendar: go.uth.edu/TMCLeadCalendar